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ABSTRACT

LOI,J ENIERGY FILTRATiOI'1 USING BUOYANT MEDIA

The use of a spherical buoyant media in filtration has many potent'ial
advantages. The media stratify during backwashing such that the largest
spheres are at the top of the bed and the smallest are at the bottom.
During upflow filtration sol'ids may be removed by both straining on the
underside of the filter and by depth filtration. The accumulated solids
may be read'iiy dislodged by a brief downflow backwash and gravity ass'ists
i n th'i s cl ean'i ng process.

Basic studies on the removal of coagulatedclay suspensions indicated that
the clay was removed throughout the depth (D.3m) of the filter for media
sizes between 0.6 and 

.|.0 mm. Straining was not observed to be significant
but it would become more important for smaller media sizes or more flocculant
solids. Headloss development was mon'itored and followed the expected behavior
for depth filtration. Low headlosses could be maintained by using shallow
bed of media and backwashing frequent'ly.

These preliminary studies ind'icate that if the buoyant media are to be used
in an effective low energy fi'lter, the system design wi'11 be very important.
A straining mechanism may be prefemed since the solids are retajned on the
underside of the filter and gravity wi1'l assist in cleaning the bed during
backwash. However, to avoid rapid headloss development depth filtration
must be used also.

Addit'ional studies are needed to characterize the backwashing behavior of the
media and to identify the best operating strategies for long-term use.

Semmens, Michael J.
LObJ ENERGY FILTRATION USING BUOYANT MEDIA
Fjnal Report to Office of Water Research and Technology, Dept. of
August 'l983, tnlashington, D.C.29 p + pig.
KEYhJ0RDS: water treatment/wastewater treatment/filtration/solids
effl uent po1 i shi ng/stormwater treatment/upfl ow f j I trati on/energy

I nteri or,

removal /
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Fi gures

Figure I A schematic of a buoyant media filter.
Figure 2 Potential energy curves. Stabjlized particles.

Figure 3 Potential energy curves. Coagulated particles.

Figure 4 Potential energy curves showing a secondary minimum.

Figure 5 A schematic representation of the pilot plant employed
in this study.

Figure 6 D'imensions of the pilot filter column.

Figure 7 Turbidity removal and headloss development for 0.67 mm
diameter buoyant media. Alum dose = 0, clay concentratiott = ",.|50 mg/1, temp. = 17" and pH = 8.25. Loading rate = Z gpm/ft'.

Figure 8 Turbid'ity removal and headloss development for I mm diameter
buoyant media. Alum dose = 0o clay 2onc. = 

.l50 mg/1, temp. =
17"C, pH = 8.25, flowrate = 2 gpm/ft .



I. Backqround and Objectives

Introduction

Use of filtration as a means of producing potable water is well

documented in the literature. Downflow rap"id sand filters became the accepted

method for removal of suspended matter from water during the earl y 20th

century. In the late .|940s 
research emphasized improving the operational

econom'ics of fjltration, and this concern led to the development of dual

and multimedia filters. More recent jnvestigators with upflow sand filters

(1) demonstrated that these filters are more efficient than downflow multi-

med'ia beds of similar size gradation. Upflow filters have been used in

full-scale filtration of treated set{,age effluent'in Europe (2,3). In

general, upflow filters have the advantage of permitting deeper penetrat'ion

of floc, which results in longer runs and srnaller headloss. The main dis-

advantages of these filters related to public health considerations, e.g.

possible contaminat'ion of backwash flow and filtered flowo which are located

in the same side of the bed. In addition, problems are encountered in ho'lding

the bed down to avoid expans'ion duning upflow operation.

A new filter technology currently is being developed (4,5) which is

based on upflow filter techniques. The filter media, which are kept submerged

in the filter by means of a retaining screen, consist of ho'llowo nearly

spherical shelIs made from a propnietaryimixture of res'in and very smal1

hollow glass spheres" The media naturally posit'ion themselves in a gradual

transit'ion of s'izes, with largest spheres at the top of the bed and smallest

spheres at the bottom.

A conceptual figure of buoyant media filter design'is shown in Figure 1.

Unfiltered urater enters the top of the fjlter and flows by gravity down a
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center column. Floatable material in the water rises to the top of this

column and is removed by skimming. The influent discharges from the feed

column near the bottom of the filter-housing in a downward direction and

is subjected to mjld turbulence as the flow direction is reversed. The

water then flows upward and passes through a 30 cm bed of buoyant media and

into a clean water column above the media support screen. Rising through the

clean water column, the filtered water reaches an overflow weir and is dis-

charged from the filter.
A backwash cycle is initiated when headloss through the filter reaches

a predetermined maximum headloss limit or when a maximum "breakthrough"

concentration of suspended solids is reached. Backwashing is achieved by

removing influent water from the zone below the media bed. Water from the

clean water column above the bed flows downurard fluidizing the bed. The flow

of water is terminated before solids washed from the filter bed reach the

backwash water outlet (see Figure l). Solids washed from the filter bed

settle into the sludge hopper at the bottom of the filter and are removed as

a settled sludge as they wou'ld be from a typical clarifier.
Buoyant media have a variety of potential advantages compared to media

f i I ters:

l. The term'inal headloss ranges from 7 to 12 cm of watero compared to 2

to 5 m for downflow (granular) filters.
2. The filter can be kept on-line during the backwash cycle by withdrawing

water beneath the fi I ter bed at a rate equal to the sum of the backwash

flowrate and the filter influent flowrate. This allows the process to

continue to run and avoids the disadvantages found in other types of

upflow filtrat'ion, i.e. contamination of backwashed flow and filtered

fl ow (6 ,7 ,B,g) "
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Backwash water requirements are significantly less than those of

conventional granular media filters'

The backwash cycle requires significant'ly less time (+O-eO sec),

compared to l0-30 min for granular fjlters'

waste solitJs leave the filter as a low volume sludge rather than as

a high volume slurry in backwash water'

Backwash water is relatively clean and can be d'ischarged directly'

Energy consumpt"ion js s'ignificantly less compared to that for granular

filters.

The physical design of buoyant media filters also has several advantages

over conventional granul ar medi. a fi I ters. For exanrpl e, buoyant medi a

filters do not require an underdrain system' lrloreover' because head]oss

through the fjlter is low, there is no need to house the fjlter bed in

a pressure vessel o as is the case v'rith convent'ional granular med'ia fjlter'

Maintenance of a buoyant media filter thus should be simpler and less time

consuming. F'inal1y, rep'lacement of the f ilter med'ia is simpl ified because

the medja is l'ight wejght and does not need to be graded accordjng to size

when being rep'laced. The above advantages of buoyant media filteration

suggest that the technique has consjderable potential for replac'ing con-

ventional granular (fjxed-bed) filters jn many applications' However' few

studjes have been conducted with buoyant med'ia filters to quantify their

performance characterist'ics and to evaluate the phys'ica1 factors affecting

thei r parti cl e removal eff ic'ienci es '

Obj ecti ves

The obiectives of the proiect are l'isted below in outline format'

I. Experimental evaluation of the relative importance of subprocesses

r..-l I t I

-
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control 1 i ng process eff i ci ency. Subprocesses studi ed at the p'i 'lot

plant scale jnclude straining, particle transport, and particle attach-

ment and dislodgement.

A) Mechanisms of filtrat'ion

I ) Relat'ive importance of straining and pore bridging as

particle removal mechanisms in the presence and absence of

destabi 1 i z'i ng compounds.

2) (If straining is unimportant,) the relative 'importance of

transport and attachment mechanisms in controlf ing process

efficiency under the conditions invest'igated.

3) Does particle djslodgement occur? If soo what is its

inf1uence on filter performance?

B ) Sol i ds accumul ation by buoyant medi a f i l ters

l) Development of a simplified mathematical model to quant'ity

amounts and location of particle collect'ion in buoyant filter

"bgd. "

2) Collect data and apply the mathematical model to identify

performance parameters in the filter.
C) Evaluate filter performance as a function of particle size and

hydrau'l 'ic fl owrate.

II. Process optimization

A) Review l'iterature on optim'ization of filter design.

B) Collect data on the influence of media size, depth, flowrate,

chemical condit'ion, backwash frequency to develop cost functions

for buoyant media filtration.

C) Determ'ine optimum design and optimum process configuration for

buoyant med'ia filters based on p'i'lot plant results and developed

cost functions.
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II. Literature review of filtration mechanisms

I ntroducti on

Filtration has been used to remove suspended solids from water in

water treatment and secondary effluents of sewage treatment plants (.|0-'|6)

for centuries. The design and operation criteria use today have evolved

primarily through experience. Nearly all filtration devices used in full-
scale water treatment systems consist of fixed beds filled with small-gra'ined

part'ic1es (most commonly sand) through which the turbjd water percolates

downward.

An inexpensive buoyant filtratjon media recently has become ava'ilable.

The media is made from spher"ical hollow s'intered glass beads that have a

1ow specific grav'ity. The beads stratify'in water with largest beads on

the top and smallest beads at the bottom. Thjs behavior and the high

sphericity of the med'ia contribute to very 1ow headloss in filtratjon. The

media may be used in an upf'low mode, and the suspended solids are captured

in the bottom of the media. The captured solids are easily dislodged from

the filter, and gravity assists the solids removal process.

In order to exploit a process fu1'ly, it is essential that its bas'ic

mechan'isms be fu11y understood. It is unfortunate that the fundamental

mechanism particle removal by buoyant media have not been studied and that

no fully satisfactory mathematical model js avajlable to explain the removal

mechan'isms. This literature review is written with two objectives. First,

mechanisms of filtration are rev'iewed to ass'ist in understanding the filtra-
tion processes. Second, filtration models are reviewed to outljne the frame-

work for a conceptual model for buoyant media process.

The main components of granular medium filtratjon system are a fixed

-LI

-
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solid phase (filtering med'iurn), a dispersed solid phase (suspended par-

ticulates), and the fluid medium (jn th'is case water). The filter medjum

may consist of one or more granular sol"ids of selected size range, with

g'iven dens'ity, shape and surface characterist'ics. The suspended solids

may include a wjde range of inorganic and organic particulates of varyinc

phys'ica1, chemical and surface chemical properties'

Efficiency of removal depends on a number of mechanisms. Some (large)

solids may be removed by the simple mechanjcal process of interstitial strajn-

ing. Removal of other solids, particularly the smaller sol'ids, depends on

two other processes. First, a transport mechanism must bring the small par-

ticle from the bulk fluid within the interstices close to the surface of

the media. Transport mechanisms may include sed'imentation, diffusjon'

'inertial forces, intercept'ion and hyclrodynamics; these are affected by

such physical characteristics as size of the filter medium, filtration

rate, fluid temperature, and the density and s'ize of the suspended par-

tjcles. second, as the part'ic1e approaches the surface of the med'iun, an

attachment mechanism 'is requ'ired to retain the particle' The attachment

mechan.ism may involve electrostatjc interactions, chemjcal bridging, specific

adsorption and f'locculation. All of these mechan'isms are affected by the

coagulants app'lied in pretreatment, as we]l as by the chemjcal character-

ist'ics of the suspended particulates and filter medium' (.|7''lB)'

The main features of these mechanisms are discussed below. It should

be pointed out that, in all l'ikel jhood, remova'l of particles by filtration

under any g.iven set of cond'it'ions jnvolves a number of jnteract'ing mechan'isms'

One can not always distingu'ish experimentally between two mechanisms. Further-

more, the transition from transport to attachment is contjnuous and can not

.-& r.tll*-
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be fixed. However, rnodels of filtration have some conceptual value and

wjll be employed here for discussion of individual removal mechanjsms.

Particle Transoort

Strai ni ng

Particles that have a linear dimension larger than a given pore d'inren-

sion may be prevented physically from passage through the medium. Further-

more, if several particles arrive simultaneously at a narrow pore space,

particle bridging may occur at the pore, effectively blocking the open'ing

and causing removal of subsequent particles, as observed by Sakthivadival (.l9).

In add'itjon, some particles may be trapped in crevices formed between adjacent

medium particles (20). This is usually referred to as interstitial straining.

The relative importance of the three types of straining in particle removal

depends on several physical propert'ies of the suspended particles and filter
medi um. Stumm and 0'lvlel ia (2.l ) showed that for spherical col I ectors and

suspended particles, there exists a lim'it in the ratio of particle to medium

sjze above which no penetration occurs.

Sed imentati on

The rate of gravitat'ional sedimentation of particles has been shown

by Ison and Ives (18) to be important'in rapid filtration. The importance

of this mechanism can be characterized by a dimensjonless term relating Stokes'

sedimentat'ion velocity to the approach velocity of the particles:

^ ( Pr-Po )A029
5= -lgrtr-

where: S = sedimentation coefficient,

v'= the mean velocity of a fluid through a poreo

g = gravitational force constant

Pr= parti c'l e dens i ty
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A theory proposed by Hazen (22) considers each opening in the fjlter
medium as a tiny sedimentation basin. Although each opening is very smal1,

a particle would ha'ue on'ly a very short distance to settle before reaching

a surface. Thisimplies size dependent removal should occur, but this is

not observed. Some investigators have reported that removed material is

concentrated on the top of the sand grains, in crevices between them, and

spread over their ent'ire surface. It also should be pointed out that sedi-

mentation theory does not account for the observed removal of watery floc

with a density near that of water.

Intercepti on

In the absence of other forceso part'icles will move through a bed with

the streamlines of the fluid. As flow in the bed is laminar, the stream-

lines will diverge to flow around a medjum particle and reconverge behind it.

If the pos'itjon of the particle is such that the distance between its center

and the center of the medium particle at any point during its passage around

the latter is less than their coliision diameter ('i.e. (00+0r)/20 where Do

is the diameter of the particle and D* the diameter of the medium particle),

interception will occur. The probabif ity of this occurring 'is related to

the ratio of the diameters, Dp/Dm (23,24).

Diffus'ion

Small suspended particles experience random d'iffusional movement due

to collision energy transfer by the molecules of the suspending fluid.

Random movement may force some of the colloidal particles out of the moving

stream and'into contact w'ith a solid surface. The d'iffusion coefficient D

associated wjth Brownian diffusion'is given by:(25)

vrz
D = 0.9 ( ''' )

udrdrV'

-
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where K = Boltzmann constant

T = absol ute temperature

v' = approach vel ocj tY

Brownian djffusion is sign'ificant for aqueous suspensions at ambient

temperature for particles w'ith diameters of I Um and less. It is well

known that substances in solution will migrate toward areas of low concen-

tratjon, and the same is true for smal'l suspended particles. This offers

an explanatjon of particle removal through diffusion into reg'ions within

the fjlter where the flow is essentjally zero. Experimental work has shown

that in the presence of a concentrat'ion gradient clay particles will diffuse

across streaml'ines in th'is fashion (26).

Inert'ia

If a particle has a greater density than the liquid in which it is

suspended,'it will experience inertial forces that cause it to cross the

fluid streaml'ines as they diverge before a medium particle. Depend'ing on

the positjon of the part'icle, the difference in dens'ity between fluid and

part'ic1e, and the angle of impingement, this could be an effective removal

mechanjsm. As the streamlines of the fluid bend to pass around an obstacleo

the greater inert'ia of denser particles forces them to the outside of the

turn'ing radius; consequently, they may be on a traiectory that causes thern to

impinge direct'ly onto the surface of the medjum. Many air filters operate on

this princ'ip1e, but to be very effectjve, a h'igh fluid velocity is necessary.

Th'is jnrplies that removal efficiency should increase with hydraulic ioading'
onqen/eal

but th js j s nb[iTh"Tixed-bed fi ltrat'ion of water" The vi scosity of vrater

is so great that jt elimjnates inertial impaction as a major removal mechan'ism.

Davis (27) has shown that the inertial effect is related to a dimensionless

group, the Stokes number, Sa;

-
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s"t
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The greater the Stokes number the greater js the effect of jnertial

forces on the particles. From theoretical and experimental work on the

capture of particles on fibers'in gas filters, Harrop and Stenhoust

have shown that capture efficiency is related to S, and the ratio Dp/Dm.

Hydrodynamic Action

Because of non-uniform shear distributjon in medium pores and local con-

centration/expansion effects, some particles may be transported from fluid

streamlines to the collector surface. The magnitude of this effect has not

been quantifjed and has not been accounted for in any transport model. It
is probable that the effect is second order, relative to other transport

mechanjsms, but its significance should not be overlooked as a possible

explanation of discrepancies between predicted and observed values of trans-

port effi ciency.

Parti cl e Attachment

Electrokinetic Effects, Double Layer-and Van der Waal;s Fonce:

Attachment of a suspended particle onto a solid surface in a f,ilter bed

(i.e. e'ither a sand gra'in or another particle previously retained in the bed)

can be controlled by the surface properties of the materials. Particle

attachment, 'like particle transport, can be accomplished by a number of

d'ifferent mechanisms. Van der Waals.forces and electrokinetic effects will

be summarized here.

The simplest collojd-chemical model that can be used to describe the

interact'ions between suspended part'icles and the surface of the filter is

based upon the theory of el ectri cal doub I e 1 ayer i nteract'ions . App'l 'icati on

of this theory assumes that the net interaction between a suspended particle
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and filter surface can be described quantitatively by a combination of Van

der lJaals attractive forces and repulsive electrical force. Van der hlaals

forces are a property of all matter, but their magnitude depends on the

nature of the material and the intervening medium, the shape of the bodies,

and the distance between their surfaces. The electric double "layer exists

at every'interface between a solid and a aqueous phase. The solid side of

the interface has an electrostatic charge (the primary charge) which may be

either positive or negative. The orig'in of the primary charge depends upon

the chemistry of the substance. An eqtrivalent number of counter-'ions of

opposite charge form a djffuse'layer in the aqueous phase. A layer of ions

of opposite charge is bound tightly to the sol'id surface, and a less tightly

held layer of oppositely charged ions surrounds the first layer, as shown

in Figure 4. Electrostatic repulsion between the outer layers of like charge

sumounding particles jn an aqueous environment tends to keep the particles

dispersed. The effectiveness of these repulsive forces is greatly influenced

by the presence of ions in aqueous phase.

The overall effects of attractive and repuls'ive forces are expressed in

the form of potential energy d'iagrams. Figure 2 shows such a diagram for a

system of potentiai energy curves. Curve I is the Van der Waals energy of the

system, showing that it js an attractive force by its increasingly negative

value at decreas"ing interparticle distance r. At very small values of r,

the curves rise steeply as the electron fields of the partic'les overlap and

the particles begin to be forced into one another. Curve,2 shows the

repulsive electrical double-1ayer force and curve 3 the net forces. The

presence of a maximum'in the net curve shows that an energy barrier is present

that prevents the particles from approaching closely enough to pass over

into the stable energy minimum. Fjgure 3 shows a situation where the repu'ls'ive
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double-1ayer energy is less, and the net potential energy curve (3) shor^rs

no max'imum. A type of interaction found with large particles (with sizes

of interest in filtration processes) is one where a secondary minimum occurs

in the potent'ia'l energy curve. An example of this is shown in F'igure 4.

Although the curve contains a maximum capable of inhibiting filtration at

ro, there is a secondary minimum at a greatel distance of separat'ion, r., .

If this minimum'is deep enough, it will give rise to a weak form of coagula-

tion known as secondary minimum coagulat'ion.

When a suspended partic'le approaches the surface of a filter, the tvlo

diffuse ion atmospheres begin to interact. If both double layers are of

sjmilar sign, this interaction will result in the formation of a repuls'ive

potential energy, V., that varies approximate'ly inversely in an exponential

manner with the separating distance x. For" sufficiently strong repuls'ive

'interactions between particles, net repulsion can predominate over inter'

mediate distances, thereby 'impairing particle attachment. For constant

potential surfaces the add'itjon of a neutral salt will not change the poten-

tial, but will alter the V" curve. An increase in solution ionic strength

compresses the diffuse layer and produces a decrease or elimjnation of the

repulsive energy barrier between similar'ly charged substances. An electro-

lyte containing a potential determining ion such as H+ or 0H- will lower

the surface potential and compress the double layer; both effects tend to

enhance attachment of simi'lar1y charged surface. The double layer model thus

predicts that sand filtration will improve vrith increasing ionic strength for

pH 1eve1s at which the particles jn suspension are negatively charged.

Fl occu I at i on

Fai r and Geyer

removal mechan'ism.

(32) regard floc formation in the filter as a major

Chance contact between suspended particles and also

-
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contact of particles with the large filter surfaces present opportunities

for floc formation or growth. When a part'icle becomes large enough, it
-is held mechanica]1y'in the crevices of the filter. As constriction occurs,

shearing forces may exceed the shear strength of the floc particle, tearing

it apart and leading to deeper penetration into the bed.
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III. Literature review on process models

I ntroduct'ion

Process analysis of granular media filtration requjres three math-

ematical models:

I ) a cont'inu'ity equation describing the transport of suspended part'icul ates

in porous medium.

2) an equation describing the collectjon of suspended particulates from

the liquid phase.

3) a momentum balance which descrjbes the change with time of the energy

loss through the porous medium.

Numerous process ana'lys'is models have been presented by previous jnvest'i-

gators of granular media filtration. The objectives of this review are (l)

to sunrnarjze briefly the theoretical or empirical process analysjs models

reported in the l'iterature and (2) to identify the limjtatjons of these

models that have prevented thejr general app'lication to data interpretation

or to filter desiqn.

Contj nu'ity Equati ons

The first statement of the one-djmens'ional continuity equation for granular

media filtration was made by Iwasaki (29) who showed that:

99* * u' -3!* = o (l)at ax

where o*'is the volume specific deposit (volume/volume), c* is the volumetric

concentration (mass/volume), v'is the superficial velocity, and x and t are

depth and time. Thjs equation has been used by many filtration workers (e.9.

30-32 ) .

A more general continuity equation was proposed by Litwin'iszyn (33), whose
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equation jncludes the tjme rate of change 'in suspension concentrat'ion

and the diffusional flux of particles:

#-# (ec) + u'ff- S= o (?\

where: e = average poros'ity

D = browni an d'if fus'i on coeffi ci ent

Equat'ion 2 reduces to equation I when transport due to diffusion and the

time rate of change of suspension concentrat'ion is negligible compared to

the other terms. Cont'inuity equation 1 can be used to compute the amount

of solids that have collected across a given depth of filter at a given

time.

Particle Collection Equations

Particle collection equations describe the change of particle con-

centration w'ith depth at a fixed time. t'lore than l5 collection models

have been proposed by previous workers. The.,generai form of these models

i s g'i ven by:

- # = 0(c,oo model Parameters)

which states that the change in particle concentrat'ion with respect to medium

depth (x) is a function of particle concentration, spec'ific deposit, and

assorted model parameters.

The first mathematical description of granular media filtration was

reported by Iwasaki (29). The depth rate of change of suspended matter

was given as:

*i =-).c (3)

where ). is a filter coefficient.

A similar collection equat"ion was derived by Yao (24) and subsequently

1,.. it rI rl .- 

-
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was modified by other workers to incorporate the transport-attachment

concept discussed previously. Assuming that the net sing'le collector

efficiency is a product of a transport efficiency, t' and an attachment

efficiency, nA equation 3 becomes

l-.
oc _ 3 t' i .rn.
ox - - Z \Am' ' u r4)

Yao measured n, by assuming nO = 1.

Equation 3 did not account for variation of ). lvith timeo which a'lways

occurs in granular filtration in the absence of mat formation. As material

is desposited in the filter, efficiency of collection varies. Ultimately,

the capacity of a filter may be exhausted and efficiency may decrease to

zero. Several models have been proposed to account for the time variation

of removal, the usual approach being to relate semj-theoretically or empir-

ica11y the filter coefficient to mass specific deposit. This approach 'intro-

duces one or more empirical constants whose dependence on the physical and

chemi cal system vari ab'les mu st be determ'ined experimental 1y.

This semi-empirical approach appears to be the only technique that can

be used for process analysis of a filter after collect'ion begins. Models can

be conveniently classed into three cases, corresponding to the patterns

observed between the filter coefficient and specific deposit. These cases

are: (l) I increases as o increases; (2) f decreases as o increasesn and

(3) ). increases then decreases as o increases.

I ncreas'i ng ). w'ith o

Iwasaki (2g) observed empirically that ). was a linear (increasing)

functjon of o. This dependence was expressed by:

I =tr.*Ks
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wn(lre:

I = initial coefficient
o

K = empirical constant

o = mass spec"ific deposit

This model is of limited use when straining is not a dominant mechanism,

as no account is made for the decrease jn removal effic'iency with time.

Decreasing ), w'ith increasing o

A majority of filtration 'investigators have proposed collection equa-

tions that show a decrease in I as deposit increases. Eisenklam and

Maroudas (34) observed that in anon-clogging filter, removal efficiency

decreased due to 'increasing interstitial velocity as depos'ition progressed.

The model was

l=lo-Ko* (6)

A collection equation presented by Heertjes and Lerk (35), based on

a mixjng cell model of the collection process, also shows constant decrease

of filter coefficient with t'ime. Their analysis leads to

tr = lo(ro - o*) 0)

This model has one functional deficiency. It states that I is zero

when the pores are completely clogged (i.e. o o* = eo). This is 'imposs'ib1e

because straining will beg'in and removal should increase'

!.lright et al. (36) developed a collection model that avoids the defi-

ciency of the Heertjes-Lerk model by introducing another model parametero

o*, wh'ich is the maximum mass specific deposit in a given layer of medium.

I = lo(1-olor)

A'lthough these equations have demonstrated reasonable agreement w'ith

experimental results obta'ined by thejr developers, their general appf ic-

(8)
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abjlity seems limited. l,lejther the initial increase in ).,

1ag time, nor the period of relatively constant values of

described by other workers are accounted for by equations

the so-cal I ed

l lvith o

7 and B.

f first increases, then decreases as o increases

Ives (32) developed a model of deep-bed filtration based on Iwasaki's

equation, with a modjfication of the filter coefficient to account for:

(a) an initial increase in spec'ific surface of the medium, (b) a secondary

decrease in med'ium specific surface, and (c) reduction in the rate of par-

ticle deposition due to increasing interstitial pore velocities. This

anal ysi s gi ves r 
o., o

r-(lo*Ko-,_o) (9)
-o-

This equation has been tested primarily us'ing discrete solids without the

addit'ion of coagulants or flocculants. Extension of the model to more practical

systems in which suspended solids must be destabilized to obtain significant

removal is not known.

Headl oss lvlodel s

The third aspect of process analysis for filtration involves models

of the rate of change of energy loss through the filter as deposited solids

accumulate within the pores. No genera'l model is yet ava'ilable to predict

headloss during filtration. One must choose an empirical model that fits
the experimental results. The general form of the empirjcal relation js

presented here in conjunction with observed dependencies of the empiricai

parameters on system variables.

The Carman-Kozeny equation (gZ) predicts the headloss through a clean

bed of porous solids provided the flow js laminar" The equation is given by:

-
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To account for the influence of deposited solids, equations describing the

changes in medium porosity and medium specific surface can be substituted

in equatjon 
.|0. For example, porosity decreases as a linear funct'ion of

the specific deposit.

headl oss,

an empirical constant,

viscosity,

flow velocity,

bed depth,

= poros'ity of the clean bedo

= media densityo

= grav'itati onal constanto

= media particle size (diameter), and

is a shape factor.

(10)

(il)

where:

B = inverse of

Several'investigators have

with specific deposit (32'

=c-Rrr*"o vv

the compaction factor.

observed a nearly linear

32,38).

response of headloss

-.-...--
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IV. Materials and Methods

DESCRIPTION OF LABORATORY PILOT PLANT

The laboratory scale treatment plant (pilot plant) used in this study

js shown in flow diagram form in Figure 5. Predetermined flows of turbid water

and alum solution from separate storage tanks were fed directly into a rap'id-

mix unit. The effluent from the bottom of the rapid mjx unit entered a

slow mix tank where coagulat'ion and flocculation took p1ace. The effluent

frorn the slow mix tank was pumped into an air trap column where air bubbles

in the water were removed, and fina'l'ly the water was fed into the buoyant

media col umns.

The buoyant media filtratjon apparatus cons'isted of a filter column

mounted on a wooden frame, a"long with a system for sampling, an air trap,

and a flow meter. The filter was a plexiglass cy'l'inder (14 cm i.d., 63 mm

wall thickness) divided jnto two sect'ions (Figure 6). An overflow was in-

stalled 38 cm below the top fiange in the 84 cm-long upper section. A

screen in the flange was placed between the upper and lower section to pre-

vent the media from rising further. The lower section of the filter ('v .|.8 
m

long) was placed over a sludge hopper, which had a 60" conical section to

prevent sludge accumulation on the walls. Five valves were installed in

the plant system for operat'ion of the filter: an influent valve, effluent

valve, backwash valve, sludge valve and wastewater valve (see Figure 5).

Three sampling ports were located under the upper flange of the lower sec-

tion at 7.5 cm intervals on the column wall. Sample tubes extended radial'ly

about 5 cnr into.the buovant nredia within the column.

Sampl i ng Methods

A continuous drip samp'ling techn'ique was used to collect samples from
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selected filter column depths. The rate of sample withdrawal vvas a critjcal

considerat'ion. The magnitude of flow had to be sufficient to avoid settl-

ing in the sample tubes and to avoid excessive sample collection time, but

1ow enough to preclude d'isruption of particulate deposits on the media. In

this study, the minimum sample volume required was 30 mL. A sampling rate

of 5 ml/min was used, resulting in sample collect'ion time of 6-8 minutes.

Mass Suspelded Solids Measurement

Calibration curves were prepared that related mass concentration of

c'lay to light scattering intensity (measured as nephelometric turbidity

un'its, NTU). Turbidity was measured with a Hach model 2000 turbidimeter

calibrated with standard suspensions of formazin (39). For a given mass

concentration, the intensity of light scattered at 90" from incident exhibited

the well-known dependence on suspended solids particle size (.l0). Consequent'ly,

the size djstribution of the particles in the filter influent and effluent

had to be monitored to insure that the calibrat'ion curves could be used to

determine mass concentrati on.

Fi lter Media

Buoyant media part'icles were obtained from 3M Corporation, St. Pau1,

Minnesota. ;As obtained from the manufacturer, the particles were polydisperse

in size distribution. They were fractionated into three narrow ranges of

sizes by dry siev'ing through a series of standard sieves as shown in Table l.

Table l" Particle Size Fractions of Buoyant Media

Maximum Size
Sieve Numbers Size Ranqe (nrn) Effilmum-Size

B-l 6

I 6-20

20-30

2.39-l .l g

l.l g-0.94

0.84-0.59

2.06

1.42

| .+l

-
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For any given experiment a single size range of media particles was used

in the filter.
Microscopic examination of the glass beads revealed that over 95%

of the beads were spherical; the remainder had e'llipsoidal shapes. The

media surfaces are quite rough when viewed under l00x magnification. The

beads are made from a m'ixture of resin and very small hol'low glass beads.

The shells of all microspheres are approximately the same thickness (5).

Because surface area per un'it volume of a bead is inversely proportional

to 'its diameter, larger media particles are more buoyant.

As a resu'lt, the filter medja natural'ly spread out in a gradient of

sizes, with largest spheres at the top of the bed and smallest spheres at

the bottom.

Head Loss Measurement and Hydraulic Characteristics

Constant rate filtration was emp'loyed jn all tests conducted in this

study. Consequently, energy ioss through the system (headloss) changed

with time, as particulate matter was deposjted in the filter. The headloss

over a given depth of filter bed was measured using a differential pressure

tube was filled with merian (see Figure 5). This amangement permitted read-

ing of head over djfferent depth intervals in the column. The headloss for

flow through clean buoyant media of a s'ing1e size is given by the Carman-

Kozeny equat'ion (eq. l0 ) . Usi ng th'is equati on, we computed the Carman-

Kozeny constant K, from initial headloss data obtained for flow through 30 cm

of medium. The value of K was found to be constant, wh'ich agrees well with

resul ts presented by Carman (37) and others.

P'i I ot Pl ant 0perati on

Operation of pretreatment unit

Alum solut'ion was prepared in the following way. The alum tank was
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removed and rinsed. An alum solutjon of .|000 
mg/L was prepared by adding

18 g of dry a'lum (A1ZS0+.1B HZ0) to the tank and fi'l1ing 'it wjth IBL tap

water. The solid alum'inum sulfate was dissolved with the aid of a portab'le

laboratory mixer. Feeding of alum was achjeved by pump. The stock solutjon

of turbid water was prepared by adding a weighed amount of bentonite par-

ticles into a 6.0 L beaker and mix'ing the particles with magnetic stirrer

for 2 hours. Particle size distribution of the bentonite used in these

experiments was 0.3 to 70 Um, but most of the part'ic1es (by mass) were in

the range 10-70 pm. The slurry then was transferred jnto the stock solu-

tion tank (Figure 5) which was filled with water to the desired mark.

Flow rates of alum andturbid solution enterjng the rapid mix unit were

measured w'ith stop watch and graduated cylinders. The dilution water was

maintained at a constant temperature by adiusting hot and cold vlater valves.,

At the start of each runo the filter columns were backwashed for

about one hour. The pump was calibrated, and stock solutions of suspended

soljds and alum were prepared based on concentratjon required. The calibra-

tion of the turbidimeter and recorder was checked. Predetermined flows of

turb'id solution and alum solution were fed directly into the rapid mix

unjt and then flowed through the rest of the pilot plant into the filter

column. The water flovl through the filter was upward through a 30 cm bed

of buoyant med'ium retajned by the med'ia support screen. The filtered

water was discharged through the overflow weir at the top of the filter.

Data collectjon began when the suspension arrived at the bottom of the media.

During the first hour, fiquid samples were collected from the selected

filter depth every l0 to 30 mjnuteso depending upon the estjmated run length.

Samp'ling frequency was then reduced to approxjmately hourly intervals.

Headloss and turbidity for each sampling port were recorded for each samp'ling
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time. Aliquots of influent were collected every 20-30 min and used to

determine pH. Experimental runs were terminated when the headloss exceeded

25 cm or a "breakthrough" concentratjon of suspended sol'ids (u 50% of the

influent value) occurred.
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V. RESULTS

Exper.iments conducted during the first year of the project were designed

to evaluate effects of filter medium particle size, flow rate, and influent

suspended solids concentration on removal efficiency and length of filter runs.

Experiments involving other operational parameters and development of a process

optimization model are continuing dur"ing second year of the proiect, which

is now funded by an'independent (private) source. Because of the incomplete

and preliminary nature of results obtained during the first year of the proiect'

We present only a brief sunmary of the results in this report.

Values for operational parameters tested in these experiments were

as follows: (a) medjum particle size (nominal), 0.67 and 
.|.0 

mm; (b)

influent suspended solids concentrat'ion, 50 to 330 mg/L; (c) flow veloc'ity'

0..l4 to 0.35 cm/sec.

A total of l6 experimental runs were conducted to evaluate effects of

var.iatjons in these parameters on filter performance. Results are summarizied

as follows. In no case was a mat of solids observed at the bottom of the

fjlter medium. Instead, the suspended solids penetrated the medium to vary-

ing extents and was deposited on a larger fraction of the buoyant media bed

than typ.icaily.is the case in fixed bed filtration, where clogging of surface

pores often results'in a bujldup of solids primarily on the surface of the bed.

As Figures 7A and 8A 'illustrate, removal efficjency increased with

decreas.ing part.icle size of the filter medium. In additjon, headloss increased

w.ith decreas'ing particle s'ize, as well, of course, with increasing time during

a run (see Figure 78 and BB).

The ratio of effluent/influent turbidity increased with time, and the

depth-averaged si ng'l e col I ector eff j c j ency decreased wi th t'ime. 0veral I ,

t.. r

-
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particle removal efficiency across the 30 cm bed decreased with time.

These results suggest that stra'ining mechanisms were jnsignificant in par-

ticle removal. Nonetheless, for all cond'itions tested, particle removal

still was occurring within the top 7.5 cm of the buoyant media bed at the

endofa3hrun.

Reports in the literature indicate that the hydraulic gradient in a

filter can be related to oo the specific deposit. Figuresll and l2 show

photos of hydraulic gradient versus o for several runs; these results can

be used to determine empirical relationships between these parameters.

Representative plots of n, the filter coeffic'ient, versus q, the specific

depos'it, for each layer of the buoyant media bed are shown in Figures 9 and

.l0. 
Several genera'l features are evident in the results. First, the initial

value of s in the bottom layer of media was very high, and it decreased as

o increased. Second, a pattern of increasing and then decreasing cx as o

increased was found for the top three layers of medja.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The upflow buoyant media filter is a significant new developement

in treatment of turbid water. It possesses several advantages over conven-

tional granular media filters, including reduced energy consumption, less time

for backwash and lower cap'ital cost. Preliminary data collected during the

first year of the project have shown that the filter media has a high effi-
ciency for removal of coagulated clay particles, and the results have identjfied

and quantified effects of some system variables on filter performance. Further

experimental work'is needed to define the effects of other process variables.

0nce these data are obtainedo process design crjterja can be establ'ished and

a model can be developed to opt'im'ize filter design and operation.

-
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Figure 6. Djmensions of the p'ilot filter column.
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